Presented here are a couple of simple add-ons to the S100-MEGA board. The units are the DHT11
temperature and humidity sensor and the DS1307 Real Time Clock, both designed to work with the
Arduino UNO board. I purchased the units from Adafruit. Here are pictures from the web page:

The actual wring is quite simple. I have copied a section for Adafruit showing some details.

I wired up both units in the prototype area of the S100 board and added female headers for jumpers to
P33 (the analog inputs of the 328). I also used headers for the DHT11 and the RTC. I did this in case one
of the units went bad or if I wanted to make a change. Below is a picture of the prototype area. The set
of resistors are voltage dividers that I use to acquire 5 and 8 volt board signals.

The jumpers are connected as follows:
P33 Analog 0-5
DHT11 data (pin2)
- A0
5 volt signal
- A1
8 volt signal
- A2
DS1307 SDA (pin4)
- A4
DS1307 SCL(pin3)
- A5
Here is a full picture with the DHT11 and RTC in place.

Completing the first part of the S100 Mega board also required downloading the IDE and associated
libraries. It is important to do that since the program that I will be describing uses many of the header
files designed for the S100 MEGA board. The directory path for the DHT11 should look something like
this:

The required library is easily downloaded from Adafruit. I have highlighted the header file that is needed
for my program. Similarly for the DS1307:

The directory for the IDE should include the highlighted libraries:

The following web page gives detailed instructions for the DS1307 and DHT:
https://www.instructables.com/id/Arduino-Real-Time-Clock-DS1307
Download the library "RealTimeClockDS1307" and save it in directory path with the Arduino IDE.
https://github.com/adafruit/DHT-sensor-library
Download the library “DHT-sensor-library” and save it in the directory path with the Arduino IDE.
Once these libraries have been downloaded and unzipped then copy the sketch (program) MY_INFO.ino
from below. The program needs to be in its own folder named MY_INFO in the examples folder. Here is
what the EXAMPLES directory looks like for my setup:

I constructed the sketch “MY_INFO.ino” by pulling out sections from the example programs that I
downloaded and modifying some of the pin assignments to match the S100 MEGA board. As shown
below the initial portion of the program defines and includes needed header files.

Note that the pin assignments have to be changed from Arduino UNO examples that were downloaded.
The following code comes from John Monahan’s examples for the S100 MEGA board.

The basic flow of the program follows the typical format used by the Arduino system with a
“void setup ()” section followed by a “void loop()” section. I also added a break command to jump out
and read out the voltages using sw1 and described for the S100 MEGA board.
Here is a picture of the system. The MEGA board is running the MY_INFO program continuously, even
when the Z80 SBC boots up the CP/M.

